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From waste management to material supply
From mining to recycling

The urban Mine concept - End of Life products = Resources or Reserves
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Metal supply potential from the EoL products and limitations  

High tech products are very complex and evolving
objects with very complex composition and
assembly

Most of them are not designed for recycling

Characterisation and assessment of the potential
deposit is still a challenge

Recycling request chemicals and energy

End-of-life recycling rate (EOL-RR)

End of- life recycling input rate (EOL – RIR)

Raw material Score Board 2021

An important 
potential to 
develop and 
improve recycling 
efficiency
Waste = Resources

Is it really a gold Mine ? More gold/kg but much more metals as
well !
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Recycling efficiency is driven by the particle liberation and profitability by the production of 
metals or of a product 

Better liberation 
- by increasing the 

energy for the particle 
size reduction  (smart 
grinding)

- By improving the 
physical separation 
and sorting steps

- Better liberation will 
improve the 
downstream steps 
(generating most of 
the value)

?
Alloys recycling ?

Metals Mixtures ?  
?

Commercial 
demand
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Recycling efficiency

Recycling efficiency will depend of the global performance of the value recycling chains

From collection up to production of RRM (recycled Raw Material)

CollectionWaste
pre-

treatment
Extractive 
metallurgy

Refining Recycling metal

Example :          50%     x       80%      x    95%       x           90%        =             34%

At each steps
of the metals
life cycle from
production
they will be
some losses

Dissipation is a concept increasingly 
considered in LCA vs. depletion
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Contribution of recycling to metal and material supply

Recycling will not be enough to face metal and material supply of EU industrial Value Chains.
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Recycling and independence

• In a growing economy, recycling raw materials can help reduce dependency, 
but not gain independence.

Annual production  of copper (thousand tons)
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Mastering the value chain - primary production 
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A factor of 10 at each level of the value chain
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To develop the 
economy, you have to 
know how to create 
wealth.
This can be done either 
by adjusting the 
volumes, or by moving 
up the value chain.
This is what China has 
done with REEs
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Market of 
EoL
batteries

Market of 
recycled metals
Ni, Co… 

Market of 
cathodes

Market of 
batteries

EUROPE CHINA
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Today we are focusing 
on the first part of the 
chain, 

Value is not created in 
Europe,
The economy is not 
circular

Mastering the value chain - recycling
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An integrated vision of recycling… the golden circle…

EoL Product

Transform
ation

Raw materialsLow added value 
product

Eu
ro

pe
Ch

in
a

Products

Reduction
in value

Creation
of value

Strategy driven by the EoL
product to be recycled

Strategy driven by the product to be made
Transform

ation

«Waste»
Eu

ro
pe

Creation
of value

Product to be made

Raw materials One step in the 
value chain

Why producing raw
materials?How to produce raw

materiials?

Why

How
What

10
Low added value product
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The two approaches are not mutually exclusive

It is necessary to ensure that the times and flows match and that the level of processing is adapted
What do we do with the materials we recycle today?

Pt, Rh <> Nd, Ce, Y …

Could we find in the today waste the resources to make the technologies of today?

The recycling paradigm shift!
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400000-700000€/kg
27 tonnes/an

25-40€/kg
30000 tonnes/an

NiMH Black mass Mix Ni/Ce Catalyst
Thermal
Treatment

Separation
Extraction

Conversion
Shapping
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Objects to be recycled: complex systems ...

Principal flowsheet of Umicore's smelter and refinery at 
Hoboken, Belgium. 

Can we?
Should we?
Recover all 
the value ...

Composition of a PC (% of total weight

Materials in very small quantitiy (% of total weight)
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The example of "compact fluorescent lamps“
Why closed loop recycling is risky on evolving technologies ...

Example in India,

No plateau for CFLs ...

50% gain in 3 years (2010-2013)
93% loss in 5 years (2013-2018)

The lamps that came onto the market in 2013 are still in use ...

CFL's recycling channels have not succeeded ...

However CFLs remain a resource of some raw materials ...

Not enough CFLs
to recycle

No need for the materials
recovered from the lamps



• Recycling end-of-life products will not be enough to meet demand in CRMs, especially when it 
doubles every 5 years!

• Collection, transport, recycling rate, dilution in complex variable systems are all barriers to the 
development of viable sectors. 

• New strategies must be developed, at European level, oriented around the circular economy 
(sustainable sourcing, ecodesign, industrial and territorial ecology, functional economy, responsible 
consumption, lengthening the usage life, recycling, etc.).

• We need to diversify supplies (mines, old mines, industrial waste, end-of-life products) by 
maximizing secondary resource valorization.

• We need to develop processes that are cleaner, more efficient, and flexible enough to adapt to the 
variability of incoming flows and not to increase the number of metallurgical plants but to pool 
them.

• We must target sectors where we can create value

Metal Recycling : Limits and opportunities
a new approach to the value chain
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